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[+8,144, -56] He probably didn't
mean it this way... But since we're
talking about it, I think this guy is
just using a joke. He has been
thinking about it, he got scared and
he was probably nervous, so he's
used humor as a way of coping with
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his nervousness.2. [+4,827, -33] I
think it's just something that
happened when he was nervous and
not something that he planned to do.
It's not something to get anxious
about...3. [+2,692, -19] We're all
stressed about money.. so what if he
was stressed about not having
money?4. [+2,005, -7] He's not
using a bad word. He's just trying to
make a joke out of his
nervousness... I think he's just
taking the easy way out.5. [+1,762,
-27] If it was just a joke, he
wouldn't have gone about it this
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way. He's really got a lot of money.
He's probably really embarrassed
right now... Does he have a reason
to be embarrassed?6. [+932, -43]
It's not the type of thing that should
make you embarrassed. I'm sure
he'd tell you if he was.7. [+743, -34]
I think the jealousy came out from
all the girls who are jealous of his
manly figure. He's not even 40, and
he's not bad looking... I don't think
it's anything to be embarrassed
about.8. [+814, -11] What are
people talking about jealousy for?9.
[+680, -7] He's just saying the word
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-6] Because it's a very harsh word in
a situation like this
ㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋㅋ11. [+540, -6]
But if it was something that
happened on purpose, he's very
responsible for it, isn't
he?-Headlines Wild News Get up to
speed on today's top NHL stories
with this mid-season update. Wild
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